Office of Foreign Assets Control, Treasury
A–3 and G–5 (attendants, servants and
personal employees of aliens in the
United States on diplomatic status), D
(crewmen), F (students), I (information
media representatives), J (exchange
visitors), M (non-academic students), O
and P (aliens with extraordinary ability, athletes, artists and entertainers),
Q (international cultural exchange
visitors), R (religious workers), or S
(witnesses) are authorized to carry out
in the United States those activities
for which such a visa has been granted
by the U.S. State Department.
(c) Persons otherwise qualified for a
visa under categories E–2 (treaty investor), H (temporary worker), or L (intracompany transferee) and all immigrant
visa categories are authorized to carry
out in the United States those activities for which such a visa has been
granted by the U.S. State Department,
provided that the persons are not coming to the United States to work as an
agent, employee or contractor of the
Government of Iran or a business entity or other organization in Iran.
[64 FR 20173, Apr. 26, 1999, as amended at 64
FR 58791, Nov. 1, 1999]

§ 560.506 Importation and exportation
of certain gifts authorized.
The importation into the United
States of Iranian-origin goods from
Iran or a third country, and the exportation from the United States to Iran
of goods, are authorized for goods sent
as gifts to persons provided that the
value of the gift is not more than $100;
the goods are of a type and in quantities normally given as gifts between
individuals; and the goods are not controlled for chemical and biological
weapons (CB), missile technology (MT),
national security (NS), or nuclear proliferation (NP). See Commerce Control
List, Export Administration Regulations (15 CFR part 774).
[64 FR 20174, Apr. 26, 1999]
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§ 560.507 Accompanied
thorized.

baggage

au-

(a) Persons entering the United
States directly or indirectly from Iran
are authorized to import into the
United States Iranian-origin accompanied baggage normally incident to
travel.

§ 560.509
(b) Persons leaving the United States
for Iran are authorized to export from
the United States accompanied baggage normally incident to travel.
(c) This authorization applies to accompanied baggage that includes only
articles that are necessary for personal
use incident to travel, not intended for
any other person or for sale, and are
not otherwise prohibited from importation or exportation under applicable
United States laws.
§ 560.508 Telecommunications
mail transactions authorized.

All transactions of common carriers
incident to the receipt or transmission
of telecommunications and mail between the United States and Iran are
authorized. For purposes of this section, the term mail includes parcels
only to the extent the parcels contain
goods exempted from the prohibitions
contained in this part or otherwise eligible for importation from or exportation to Iran under a general or specific license.
§ 560.509 Certain transactions related
to patents, trademarks and copyrights authorized.
(a) All of the following transactions
in connection with patent, trademark,
copyright or other intellectual property protection in the United States or
Iran are authorized:
(1) The filing and prosecution of any
application to obtain a patent, trademark, copyright or other form of intellectual property protection, including
importation of or dealing in Iranian-origin services, payment for such services, and payment to persons in Iran directly connected to such intellectual
property protection;
(2) The receipt of a patent, trademark, copyright or other form of intellectual property protection;
(3) The renewal or maintenance of a
patent, trademark, copyright or other
form of intellectual property protection; and
(4) The filing and prosecution of opposition or infringement proceedings
with respect to a patent, trademark,
copyright or other form of intellectual
property protection, or the entrance of
a defense to any such proceedings.
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